Colleague Hub

Give your best assets the right
tools for the job
Red Ant’s Colleague Hub application uniﬁes all of your
existing digital assets – apps, websites, web apps,
document repositories and other content – into a single,
personalised, easy-to-use interface for colleagues using
tablets or mobile. Built using our connected retail
platform, it provides a secure single sign-on environment
that increases productivity and employee satisfaction and
maximises the value of your existing digital tools.
• Empower colleagues with easy access to online tools
• Simplify identity management
• Bridge the gap between online resources and
in-store technology
• Get more insight with detailed analytics
• Over 60 out-of-the-box integrations

Empower colleagues with easy access to
online tools
Shop-ﬂoor colleagues perform better when they can
access a wide range of digital content and tools within the
business – but 75% of them feel their employer doesn’t

support this. At the same time, overloading colleagues
with too much data, endless applications, inconsistent
access across diﬀerent devices, and a wide range of login
details to remember will result in poor usage and a lack of
focus. Colleague Hub solves both these problems by
unifying access into a single login, available across all
devices, with smart optimisation of the content and tools
shown to the user based on their speciﬁc role and needs
at any given time.

Simplify identity management
Cut down on the number of passwords and logins
colleagues need to remember with Single Sign On
integrated directly with your existing employee
management system, with support for Active Directory,
OAUTH 2.0, SAML and other authentication methods to
seamlessly communicate with external tools. Fast user
switching with a quick PIN helps multiple colleagues easily
and securely share a single device, reducing your
hardware overheads.

Colleague Hub

Bridge the gap between online resources and
in-store technology
Colleague Hub provides an integration bridge between online
resources, such as your eCommerce website, and in-store
technology like Chip and PIN readers, receipt printers, or digital
signage, enabling PCI-compliant payments for online orders or
immersive, content-driven commerce.

Get more insight with detailed analytics
Comprehensive built-in analytics helps you understand which apps
and tools are the most useful for your shop-ﬂoor colleagues, and
identify opportunities to improve access or usage. Use the built-in
personalisation to A/B test new tools with select groups of users, for
data-driven decisions that deliver real ROI.

Over 60 out-of-the-box integrations
Our connected retail platform reduces your risk and time to market,
providing integrations with over 60 retail technology partners are
ready-to-go – including eCommerce, POS, payments, CRM,
reporting, OMS, content, and workforce management.

Your ideal technology partner
About the connected retail platform

About Red Ant

Our connected retail platform joins up your systems with
pragmatic, step-by-step integrations, streamlined API
orchestration, and modular, reusable processes. Bridging
gaps in data, user experience, and reporting, it helps you
take control of your technology, to open up a whole new
range of opportunities to drive innovation, power
business-as-usual, and deliver engaging store
experiences. Building on this platform, our suite of
leading customer, colleague and business applications
and tailored design services deliver real beneﬁts now and
for the future for key retail use cases: delivering a
seamless shopping experience across mobile, tablet,
kiosk, wearables and in-store displays; engaging and
rewarding to make every customer feel like a VIP while
capturing valuable shopper insight; empowering
colleagues with valuable knowledge and the tools they
need to excel.

Red Ant is a technology partner that empowers retailers
to connect online with oﬄine, delivering smarter ways to
drive innovation and fully connected retail experiences.
As the trusted advisor to leading international retail and
luxury brands, we design and deliver the strategies and
applications for next-generation client service and the
store of the future.
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